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In this article, we give some rigorous results about the properties of the solution of
Poisson’s equation describing dielectric screening by electrons trapped and/or un-
trapped in the Coulomb field of the test charge. © 1996 American Institute of
Physics. @S0022-2488~96!02501-6#
I. INTRODUCTION
Introduction of a test charge q ~say, at r50! polarizes the plasma and produces a shielding
cloud around the charge. If the plasma were cold and there were no thermal agitation, the shielding
would be perfect and the potential of the test charge would drop to zero outside the cloud. The test
charge would be electrically invisible there! If the plasma were not cold, however, there would be
a few particles at the edge of the cloud which would have enough thermal energy to escape from
the cloud so that the shielding will not be complete.
The effective potential field f~r! around the test charge q is calculated by taking into account
the dielectric screening produced by other charged particles. Poisson’s equation gives
2f524p~ni2ne!24pqd~r!, ~1!
where n is the number density of the particles and the subscripts i and e denote the ions and the
electrons, respectively. The ions are assumed not to participate in the shielding process and to form
only a uniform neutralizing background, so
ni5n0 . ~2!
The full ~trapped plus untrapped! electrons subjected to the Coulomb field of the test charge are
assumed to be distributed in space according to the Boltzmann distribution
ne~r!5n0e
~ef!/kTe, ~3!
T being the temperature.
If the plasma is weakly coupled, the coupling parameter G satisfies
G5
mean Coulomb interaction energy
thermal energy ;U efKTeU!1. ~4!
Equation ~4!, in conjunction with Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, leads to a linearization of Eq. ~1!:
2f lin5lD22f lin24pqd~r! ~5!
with the well-known solution1
f lin5
q
r
e2~r !/lD, ~6!
a!Permanent address: University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida.
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where lD is the Debye length
lD5A KTe4pn0e2.
On the other hand, the electrons untrapped by the Coulomb field of the test charge are
distributed according to the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
f e~u !~r,v!5H n0S me2pKTeD 3/2 expF2Smen22 2ef D 1KTeG , men22 .uefu
0,
men
2
2 ,uefu
. ~7!
The number density of the untrapped electrons is then given by
ne
~u !~r!5E
0
`
f e~u !~r,v!4pn2 dn5n0H e ~ef!/KTeF12er f SA efKTeD G1 2Ap A efKTeJ . ~8!
The number of the trapped electrons, from Eqs. ~3! and ~8!, is thus given by
ne
~ t !~r!5ne~r!2ne
~u !~r!5n0F e ~ef!/KTeer f SA efKTeD 2 2Ap A efKTeG . ~9!
In this paper, we propose to give some rigorous results about the properties of the solution of
Eq. ~1! in conjunction with Eq. ~3!, ~8!, or ~9!.
II. SCREENING BY THE FULL ELECTRONS
Let us nondimensionalize according to
fˆ 5
ef
KTe
, rˆ5
r
lD
, ~10!
and drop the hats. Equation ~1!, on using Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, then becomes
~rf!95r~ef21 !2rqd~r!, ~11!
where primes denote differentiation with respect to r .
Lampert and Crandall2 rigorously proved that the solution of Eq. ~11! is monotonically de-
creasing. The occurrence of dielectric screening would indicate that this result can be sharpened
further, as given below.
Theorem 1: Let f be a solution of
~rf!95r~ef21 !2rqd~r!. ~11!
Then f decreases more rapidly than the shieldless decay law 1/r , ;r .
Proof: The proof is adapted from that given by Lampert and Crandall.2
Let f.0, ;r . Upon integrating Eq. ~11! once over 0,r1<r<r2,` , we obtain
~rf!282~rf!185E
r1
r2
r~ef21 !dr . ~12!
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If we now suppose that (rf) does not decrease monotonically with r , then (rf) must have a
minimum for r 5 r1* , ` . However, since
ef21'f , f!1 ~13!
f must eventually decrease more rapidly than 1/r; so it is clear that (rf) must have a maximum
for r 5 r2* with r1* , r2* , ` ~see Fig. 1!.
Taking r1 5 r1* and r2 5 r2* , Eq. ~12! gives
05E
r1*
r2*r~ef21 !dr
which is, of course, impossible since f.0, ;r .
Now, according to Eq. ~13!, the dielectric screening by the full electrons resembles, in the far
field ~r@1!, a linearized screening. ~Physically this is appreciable because, according to Eqs. ~8!
and ~9!, the untrapped electrons outnumber the trapped electrons, for r@1.! However, the numeri-
cal work of Lampert and Crandall2 as well as that of Mak3 indicated that the linearization condi-
tion ~4! is unnecessarily stringent and that the exact solution of Eq. ~11! remains close to the
linearized solution ~6! well after the linearization condition ~4! is violated. Actually, the exact
solution is bounded from below by the linearized solution ~6!, as shown below.
Lemma 1: The function
f ~f!5ef212f , f.0 ~14!
is positive and monotonically increasing ~see Fig. 2!.
Theorem 2: Let f be a solution of
~rf!95r~ef21 !2rqd~r!. ~11!
Then, f is bounded from below, ;r , by the linearized solution
FIG. 1. rf vs r.
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f lin5
q
r
e2r. ~6!
Proof: The exact solution of Eq. ~11! can be written formally as
~rf!5E
r
`
~r82r !r8@f~r8!1$ef~r8!212f~r8!%2qd~r8!#dr ~15!
from which
~rf!5q e2r1E
r
`
~r82r !r8@ef~r8!212f~r8!#dr8. ~16!
Using Lemma 1, Eq. ~16! then implies that
~rf!>q e2r, ;r .
Q.E.D.
According to Theorem 2, the exact screening of the test change is weaker than linearized
screening for the full electrons.
FIG. 2. f ~f! vs f.
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III. SCREENING BY UNTRAPPED ELECTRONS
On nondimensionalizing according to Eq. ~10!, and using Eqs. ~2! and ~8!, Eq. ~1! gives for
the untrapped-electron screening
~rf!95rF ef$12er f ~Af!%1 2Ap Af21G2rqd~r!. ~17!
The occurrence of dielectric screening again implies that the solution of Eq. ~17! decreases
more rapidly than the shieldless decay law 1/r , ;r , as deduced below.
Lemma 2: The function
F~f!5ef@12er f ~Af!#1 2
Ap
Af21 ~18!
is positive and monotonically increasing ~see Fig. 3!.
Theorem 3: Let f be a solution of
~rf!95rF ef$12er f ~Af!%1 2Ap Af21G2rqd~r!. ~19!
Then, f decreases more rapidly than 1/r , ;r .
Proof: The proof is similar to that for Theorem 1.
FIG. 3. F~f! vs f.
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Let f.0, ;r . Upon integrating Eq. ~17! once over 0,r1<r<r2,` , we obtain
~rf!282~rf!185E
r1
r2F ef$12er f ~Af!%1 2Ap Af21Gdr . ~20!
If we now suppose that (rf) does not decrease monotonically with r , then (rf) must have a
minimum for r 5 r1* , ` . However, since
ef@12er f ~Af!#1 2
Ap
Af21'f , f!1
we have from Eq. ~17! that
f lin;
q
r
e2r, r@1 ~21!
showing that f eventually decreases more rapidly than 1/r . Therefore, (rf) must have a maxi-
mum for r5 r2* with r1*, r2*, ` .
Taking r1 5 r1* and r2 5 r2* Eq. ~19! then gives
05E
r1*
r2*rF ef$12er f ~Af!%1 2Ap Af21Gdr
which, from Lemma 2, is impossible.
Therefore, (rf) must decrease monotonically, ;r .
Now, in view of Eq. ~20!, the dielectric screening by untrapped electrons resembles, in the far
field ~r@1!, a linearized screening. However, the exact screening of the test charge by the un-
trapped electrons turns out to be stronger than linearized screening, as deduced below.
Lemma 3: The function
G~f!5ef@12er f ~Af!#1 2
Ap
Af212f ~22!
is negative and monotonically decreasing ~see Fig. 4!.
Theorem 4: Let f be a solution of
~rf!95rF ef$12er f ~Af!%1 2Ap Af21G2rqd~r!. ~19!
Then, f is bounded from above, ;r , by the linearized solution
f lin5
q
r
e2r. ~6!
Proof: The exact solution of Eq. ~17! can be written formally as
~rf!5E
r
`
~r82r !r8Ff~r8!1H ef~r8!@12er f ~Af~r8!!#1 2Ap Af~r8!212f~r8!J
2qd~r8!Gdr8 ~23!
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from which
~rf!5q e2r1E
r
`
~r82r !r8H ef~r8!@12er f ~Af~r8!!#1 2Ap Af~r8!212f~r8!J dr8.
~24!
Using Lemma 3, Eq. ~24! then implies that
~rf!<q e2r, ;r .
Q .E .D .
According to Theorem 4, the exact screening of the test change is stronger than linearized
screening for the untrapped electrons.
IV. SCREENING BY TRAPPED ELECTRONS
Nondimensionalizing according to Eq. ~10!, and using Eqs. ~2! and ~9!, Eq. ~1! gives for the
trapped-electron screening,
~rf!95rF efer f ~Af!2 2Ap AfG2rqd~r!. ~25!
The solution of Eq. ~2! decreases again more rapidly than the shieldless decay law 1/r , ;r , as
deduced below.
FIG. 4. G~f! vs f.
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Lemma 4: The function
H~f!5efer f ~Af!2 2
Ap
Af ~26!
is positive and monotonically increasing ~see Fig. 5!.
Theorem 5: Let f be a solution of
~rf!95rF efer f ~Af!2 2Ap AfG2rqd~r!. ~25!
Then, f decreases more rapidly than 1/r , ;r .
Proof: The proof is entirely similar to that of Theorem 3 and uses Lemma 4. Q.E.D.
Now, since
efer f ~Af!2 2
Ap
Af'
2
Ap
f3/2, f!1 ~27!
observe that the dielectric screening by trapped electrons does not resemble, in the far field, a
linearized screening. However, on using Eq. ~27!, Eq. ~25! becomes
~rf!9'
2
Ap
rf3/22rqd~r! ~28!
FIG. 5. H~f! vs f.
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so that the classical trapped-electron dielectric screening process approaches, in the far field
~r@1!, the semiclassical Thomas–Fermi screening ~Ashcroft and Mermin4! regime!
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have given some rigorous results about the properties of the solution of
Poisson’s equation describing dielectric screening by electrons trapped and/or untrapped in the
Coulomb field of the test charge. For the full ~untrapped! electrons, the exact screening of the test
charge is shown to be weaker ~stronger! than linearized screening; this is due to the fact that the
linearized screening overestimates ~underestimates! the screening of the test charge for the full
~untrapped! electrons.
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